Online classification of network flows is a process that captures packets generated by network applications and identifies types of network applications (or flows) in real time. There are three key issues about online classification: observation window size, feature selection, and classification algorithms.
Introduction
In the modern information society, network has become a necessary implement in our daily lives. The common classification method is based on the use of well known ports. However, this method is inclined to get inaccurate estimates of the number of traffic carried by different applications because of technology of dynamically allocation of ports or users intention to adopt non-default port numbers [1, 2] . A classification method that relies on the full packet payload can approach almost 100% accuracy. But the limitations of this method are obvious: the privacy problem about checking users' private data; the high price of space and computing time.
Considering the flaws of above mentioned classification methods, machine learning based on statistical features of network flows was applied to network traffic classification. Offline classification only takes care of the accuracy of classifiers but neglects the speed and response time. Online classification highlights practical application to all important indicators of online classification performance, including accuracy, latency, and throughput, are taken into account. In addition, it is critical for online classification to meet latency and throughput requirements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, experimental sample data and statistical features of network flow data are formulated. In Section 3 the authors finished the preliminary work about observation window size and identifying the most effective features of network flow data. In section 4, the authors compare the classification results of 11 classifiers and propose the best classifiers for online classification. In last section, the authors summarize the findings of this paper and give directions for future work.
Experimental Data and Statistical Feature of Network Flows
In order to ensure the generalization of our research, the authors select [12] .
The authors extend standard feature set based on two assumptions: first, the features based on effective load size of packets can better represent the behavior of network flows than the features based on IP packet size. Second, it is generally accepted that a few of packets with effective load after TCP three handshakes protocol represent the negotiation stage of application layer protocol. Following experiments will justify the extended feature set.
So the authors use a full feature set including 56 features (which was shown in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ) in this paper.
Perliminery Work
In this section, the authors explore the problem of observation window size. The authors compare various experiment results of different OWS(observation window size) configuration. Next, we extend the standard feature set and identify the most effective features of network flow data given feature selection methods and sample data.
Generally, the bigger observation window size is, the more trace information can be conveyed. However, big observation window size will aggravate the retard of a system. That is, big OWS tends to increase latency. So we will determine an appropriate OWS without sacrificing classification accuracy significantly.
After several experiments, the authors find that observation window size 7 attains a good balance between accuracy and efficiency for all 11 online classifiers.
Feature selection aims at selecting a subset of feature set so that the accuracy of classifiers based on selected or reduced feature set will be close to or a little lower than the accuracy based on full feature set. The key is to search an optimal subset within the full feature set.
In this paper firstly the authors use specific searching strategies to select feature subset. Secondly the authors evaluates the selected subset based on evaluation functions. In order to enhance the speed of online classification, the authors use filter category of evaluation functions which is shown in Table 1 . Using the combination of 5 experimental data and 5 evaluation functions, we have 25 experimental settings to make feature selection on 56 features. The authors can see there are 11 features that are chosen as effective features more than 13 times in 25 settings. So our finding is that these 11 features are effective features we should use in online classification.
Classification Algorithms
Firstly, for each experiment set, the authors take CFS、CON、CHI、GR、ReliefF feature choose method to get experiment set. Then from each of these experiment sets we take 11 different kinds of machine learning method by get accuracy, precision, recall, classification speed, testing time to get the more suitable one.
From figure1, this comparison means for each machine learning method to give many feature choose method in different data set to get the average accuracy. We could see C4.5(98.507%),RandomTree(98.505%),BayesNet(96.862%), PART(98.522%),JRip(98.209%), AdaBoost+C4.5(99.014%), IBK(98.28%) have a higher accuracy(>96%). In our experimental environment, except NB, NBK, Adaboost+NB, other methods have little differences in classification accuracy.
Figure 1 Average Accuracy of 11 classifiers
Classification accuracy is only one part of our evaluation system, therefore, the authors need to illustrate precision and recall of machine learning method to get further study to make it reliable. From experiment we can find that the precision of each C4.5, RandomTree, PART, JRip, AdaBoost+C4.5, IBK except telnet are more than 95%. After all, in our experiment, all of machine learning method have a better classification precision.
Recall reflects the proportion of classifier forecast correctly to all. From result, give us different learning method for each category's average classification recall. The results approach the precision above. In this way, we can believe that each machine leaning method have a well recall.
From table 2, we get 11 machine learning methods in different data set to get the average classification speed and classifier average construction time. The classification speed of 11 method in descending order is : JRip, C4.5, PART, RandomTree, AdaBoost+C4.5, SMO, BayesNet, NB, AdaBoost+NB, NBK, IBK: the classifier average construction time in asending order is IBK, NB, NBK, RandomTree, BayesNet, C4.5, PART, AdaBoost+NB, SMO, AdaBoost+C4.5, JRip. The authors can find that the classification speed of JRip, C4.5, PART, RandomTree is no less that 5000 per second, and is much better that others in online classification. All in all, we find that classifiers such as C4.5, RandomTree, PART, JRip, AdaBoost+C4.5, IBK get a classification accuracy greater than 96%, precision more than 95% and recall more than 94% at the same level. However, classifiers have large difference in classification speed and construction time. C4.5 and JRip have highest classification speed. The construction time of RandomTree, NB, NBK, BayesNet, IBK is less than 1 second. C4.5 is 1.2676 second and JRip is 14.707 second. From all of the analysis made above, it is easy to identify that C4.5 and JRip have a high classification accuracy（>98%）, and the classification speed is fast（>60000per /sec）, even though Jrip have a longer classifier construction time that others, but only 14.707 second. At hence, the authors synthesize accuracy, speed and construction time, in our experimental environment, C4.5 and JRip is more suitable for online network traffic classification.
Summary and Future Work
In this paper the authors set up an experimental environment in which the authors collected five typical network flow datasets and proposed 56 features to represent statistical characteristics of network flow data. Under this experimental environment the authors studied three key issues of online classification: OWS, feature selection, and classification algorithms.
Firstly the authors analyzed the relationship between OWS and classification accuracy. Our experimental results show that OWS 7 is the best for online classification. Secondly, the authors extended standard feature set to a full feature set by including more flow-related features. The authors use five feature selection methods to reduce a full feature set of 56 features to only 11 effective features. Lastly, the authors evaluated the accuracy, construction time, and classification speed of 11 commonly used classifiers in machine learning field. Our experimental results show that C4.5 and JRip are two more suitable classifiers for network flow online classification.
The findings of this paper are valuable and promising but there are some avenues to be further explored. Apart from 11 classifiers in this paper, there are more classifiers which are worth further studying. In addition, our model building stage is based on offline trace data, we need to explore the possibility of building models using real time feeding network flow data. This way the authors can get a more practical online classification system.
